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Abstract--- PLLs are used in almost every communication 

system PLL is a closed loop system that Locks the Phase of 

its output signal to an input reference signal. The signal 

from the feedback path is compared to the input reference 

signal until two signals are locked and if the Phase is 

unmatched, this is called the unlocked state.Some of its uses 

include recovering clock from digital data signals, 

performing frequency, phase modulation and demodulation, 

recovering the carrier from satellite transmission signals ,as 

frequency synthesizer and jitter reduction . 

The Present work focuses on the analysis of the 

Parameter of a PLL like jitter, Power Consumption, input 

frequency, output frequency system using 90 nm 

Technology with NGSPICE 26 Simulation. PLL System 

consist of the Phase Detector (PFD), Charge 

Pump(CP),Voltage Controlled Oscillator(VCO),Low 

Frequency divider.  

Keywords: - Phase Detector, Charge Pump,  VCO(Voltage 

Controlled Oscillator), Frequency Divider  

I. INTRODUCTION 

This Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is the heart of the modern 

electronics as well as communication system. A PLL has a 

negative feedback control system circuit. The main 

objective of a PLL is to generate a signal in which the phase 

is the same as the phase of a reference signal. This is 

achieved after many iterations of comparison of the 

reference and feedback signals. 

In this lock mode the phase of the reference and 

feedback signal is zero. After this, the PLL continues to 

compare the two signals but since they are in lock mode, the 

PLL output is constant.PLL is closed loop feedback system 

that sets fixed phase relationship between its output clock 

pulse and the phase of reference clock.  

 Phase Locked Loop is very versatile circuit and can 

be found in variety of applications such as microprocessors, 

serial communication circuits. The PLLs with different 

specifications are needed to meet the requirements of 

different applications.  

 
Fig. 1:  Basic block of PLL 

The basic block diagram of the PLL is shown in 

Figure 1.PLL contains Phase Detector, Charge Pump, 

Voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), Loop filter and 

frequency divider. Most of PLL has a Phase Detector that 

issensitive to rising or falling edge and responsive to both 

phase and frequency. The Phase Detector has one or two 

output. The Phase Detector implemented using Ex-or gate 

has one output. In  Hogge Phase Detector and Bang-Bang 

(Alexander) Phase Detector has two output signal, up  and 

down. The output is directly fed to the Loop Filter. Loop 

Filter is low pass filter and suppresses the high frequency 

AC component from the output of the Phase Detector. 

II. PHASE DETECTOR 

 
Fig, 2:  Phase Frequency Detector Diagram 

The “Phase Frequency Detector” (PFD) compares 

the phase and frequency difference between the reference 

clock and the feedback clock. Depending upon the phase 

and frequency deviation, it generates it generates two output 

signals “UP” and “DOWN”. 

If there is a phase difference between the two 

signals, it will generate “UP” or “DOWN” synchronized 

signals. When the reference clock rising edge leads the 

feedback input clock rising edge “UP” signal goes high 

while  “DOWN” signal low. On the other hand if the 

feedback input clock rising edge leads the reference clock 

rising edge “DOWN” signal goes high and “UP” signal 

goes low. Traditional PFD which consists of two D Flip-

flops and “AND” gate at feedback path. 

- In initial condition, both UP and DN signals are low. 

This stage is shown by the “Initial State” in state-

diagram. 

- When the positive edge of the reference clock leads the 

positive edge of the VCO feedback clock, UP signal 

goes high first. This state is shown in state diagram by 

the “UP State”.       

- When the positive edge of the feedback clock leads the 

positive edge of the reference clock, DN signal goes 

high. This state is shown in state diagram by the “DN 

State”.   

- When both UP and DN signals become high, both DFFs 

are reset and state machine falls in the “Initial State ”  
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Fig. 3:  PFD with pass Transistor 

 
Fig. 4:  Comparision of gate transistor and pass transistor 

PFD 

 To maintain operation of gates, size of PMOS 

transistor is kept 2.5 times higher than the size of the 

NMOS. There are two architecture of PFD, Pass Transistor 

and Pass Gates .Comparison. is shown in fig (4) .The 

Simulation with very sharp edged square wave is carried out 

.The output of  the “Pass Transistor  PFD” is increase more 

sharply than  the output of the “Transmission Gate PFD”. 

Performance of “Pass Transistor PFD” is better than that of 

the  “Transmission Gate PFD”. “Pass Transistor PFD” can 

operate at higher frequency .Due to less reset path delay 

III. CHARGE PUMP AND LOOP FILTER 

The charge pump combines the two outputs of the phase 

detectors .The output of the phase detector are in form of 

the digital pulse, which are converted into appropriate 

current pulses by charge pump. These current pulses 

produce the voltage drop across the loop filter, which drives 

the VCO. 

Charge pump circuit is used to combine both of the 

output of the PD and give a single output which is fed to the 

input of the filter. the amplitude of the current always 

remains same but the polarity changes which depend on the 

value of the “UP” and “DOWN” signal 

 
 

Fig. 5:  Conceptuanal Diagram of Charge Pump 

 When UP is high, the upper current source is switched 

on and connected to output node; this current source 

delivers the current to the loop filter, resulting increase 

of the control voltage for VCO.  

 When DN is high, the lower current source is 

connected to the output node and sinks current from the 

loop filter, reducing the voltage drop across the loop 

filter. 

IV. VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR(VCO) 

This is the most important block of PLL system that helps 

to produce output frequency according to voltage. In a PLL 

under Lock condition, zero charge must be injected into the 

control voltage node of Voltage Controlled 

Oscillator(VCO). 

 
Fig. 6:  Diagram of Voltge Controlled Oscillater 

V. FREUENCEY DIVIDER 

 
Fig. 7:  Schematic of a Sample DFF Based Divide By 2 

Frequency Divider Circuit 

The output of the VCO is feedback to the input of 

PFD through the frequency divider circuit. The frequency 

divider in the PLL circuit forms a closed loop. The 

schematic of a simple DFF based divide by 2 frequency 

divider circuit is shown in (Fig.3.).It scales down the 

frequency of the VCO output signal. A simple D flip flop 

(DFF) acts as a frequency divider circuit. 

  Simulation Parameter Setup A.

Table 1: Simulation Parameter Setup 

Parameter  Value 

Technolgy 90nm 

Nmos Size 1u 

Pmos Size 2.5u 

Channel  length 0.09u 

VI.  SIMULATION RESULTS 

We have done Simulation of Phase Locked Loop with NG-

Spice 26 

Below table shows the results of simulation for 

Phase Locked Loop for Simple PFD(Phase Frequency 

Detector) 
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Table 2: Simulation Result 

Parameter  Result 

Input Frequency  100MHz 

Output Frequency 77MHz 

Power Consumption 9.6mw 

Output time period 1.3×10
-8

 sec 

Phase Delay 1.84×10
-9

sec 

Jitter 20ps 

 
Fig. 8:  Simulation Results of Pass transistor base Phase 

Frequency Detector 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Phase frequency Detector with the Pass transistor gives 

good performance in power consumption and lower jitter 

performance, but due to limited lower frequency range it’s 

not useful in wide area. Using different VCO based delay 

cell like Maneatis and Lee-Kem improving the VCO range 

and it’s output. VCO good Characteristics performance less 

jitter and lock range is good.    
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